NEW PRODUCTS
12-17.04.2016
The week of Salone del Mobile is over and rich of news and events.

2 new products complete Albed brand:
Boisè

design by Bettazzi + Percoco architetti

A new panelling system of boiserie which integrates a pivot flush door.
Prima
Design by CRS Albed

A new profile for swing, sliding doors and doors for cavity wall
New range of decorative glasses

made by a new printing system starting from frosted and neutral extraclear glass, bronze, smoked, frosted bronzed and frosted smoked.
New range of decorative glasses

made by coupling of metal and linen.
New finishings for SOLO and RIVISTA

Solo and Rivista programs have been presented with new finishings for containers and shelves in technical quartz.
New finishings in technical quartz for doors:

INTEGRA, NEXT DOUBLE GLASS, QUADRA DOUBLE GLASS and NIM.